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TRAINING FOR EXECUTIVES, LEADERS, MANAGERS & SALES TEAMS                                                                                                             

MEMORY SYSTEMS FOR EXECUTIVES, MANAGERS & SALES PROFESSIONALS

THE MEMORYPOWER 
ADVANTAGE

The most important skill a high performing executive, manager, sales professional, or 
employee must have is an unfailing and accurate memory. 

Whether it’s recalling names and details of high value customers and employees, deal 
closers or appointments, benefits and value propositions, facts from conversations or 
promises made, a powerful memory is essential to business success and sales.

Deepen your understanding about how the brain and memory work best and master 
remarkable memory systems designed to help you recall vital facts, critical knowledge, 
and names & faces with ease.   

Let Scott Bornstein, the world’s foremost memory training business
expert, help you drive your message and sales advantages deeper 
across the organization. His incomparable team building training 
will increase the effectiveness and talent mastery of everyone that 
works for you.

Step away from the usual agenda to develop stronger personal and professional skills,  
increase operational excellence and sales performance, and remember what you must 
not forget.

 Here’s what you’ll learn to immediately impact personal and professional performance:

 1) The MemoryPower Advantage – A Core Leadership, Sales and Learning Competency

 2) 5 Laws of MemoryPower • 10 Day/21 Day Rule • Neuroplasticity, Memory & Aging

 3) 3 Memory Systems All High Performers Use • Business Application & Integration

 4) Unfailing Recall of People, Facts & Details: 6 Steps • Individual & Group Practicum

 5) Tasks/Conversations/Data • F2F Training • Prioritizing High Leverage Activities

 6) Sales/Brand Awareness • Driving Relationships & Creating a Culture of High Performers

Scott Bornstein’s powerhouse strategies and memory training systems are rated among the best by the world’s premier peer-to-
peer CEO organizations - Vistage, TEC, Young Presidents’ Organization, and Entrepreneurs’ Organization. 

From Harvard Business School OPM graduates to Franklin Templeton analysts, Cognos and IBM sales professionals to Starwood 
Resorts & Accor Hotel GM’s and staff, fund managers and traders in Asia, Australia, the UK and US, to students in primary grades 
to law and medical school, everyone who experiences Scott Bornstein walks away amazed and smarter, with tools and systems 
to achieve a decisive competitive advantage in business, school and life.


